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SPITFIRES RUNNING BATTLE OVER FRANCE

Further details became known this morning of the battles in which Spitfires
of Fighter Command destroyed 17 enemy aircraft over France and Belgium yesterday

evening.

The day’s total was 19 enemy aircraft destroyed for the loss of five of

our fighters, with two of the pilots safe.

The Spitfires were escorting U,S,A,A,F. Marauders in successful four-fold

attacks on marshalling yards, whilst Mitchells escorted by Typhoons were bombing

E-boats and other shipping at Boulogne,

In the American attack on St, Pol marshalling yards, two Spitfire wings met

with considerable enemy opposition, in contrast to bombing raids earlier in the

day, when German opposition was comparatively slight. These two wings came cut

of the running dogfight, which lasted from a point 10 miles inland back to the

coast, after shooting down nine of the enemy for the loss of one Spitfire, the

pilot of which baled out and was later rescued about 12 miles off Le Touquet,

No enemy fighters succeeded in getting through to the bombers, all of which

were brought home safely from St, Pol,

A Canadian wing destroyed six of the nine aircraft. It was led by

W/Cdr, L,V. Chadburn, D.S.O.
,

D,F,C., of Toronto and Aurora, Canada, who

"bagged" one for himself.

The w/Cdr, said afterwards "We were about JO miles inside France on the

way back when two ’gaggles’ of enemy fighters, totalling about 40, tried to

attack the bombers. From that point onwards we had running fights all the way

to the coast, but we managed to keep the enemy away from the bombers.

"I saw three of the six which my wing destroyed go down in flames and

another spin down with one wing shot .away. One was destroyed by a Sgt, pilot
who was pretty badly shot up himself, but he flew his aircraft back alright.

"I got mine, an F.W, 190, over Le Touquet and saw it crash in flames on the

shore".

S/Ldr, N.A, Knyaston, of Wolverhampton, who accounted for one of the two

F.W.190s which the Nigeria Spitfire Squadron destroyed, said: "We saw dogfights
below us, so I took the squadron down to join in. We flew into the middle of

one bunch of enemy aircraft and split them up into singles said pairs. One of

my flight commanders, a New Zealander, had a go at a couple of them, shooting

down one and damaging another.

"I shot down one which had been trying to get on my tail. He had given this

up and was turning his attention to someone else when I whisked round a gave him

a good burst. He promptly went down in flames and the pilot baled out".

Another of the German victims fell to W/Cdr, J,E. Johnson, D,S,O,, D,F,C.,
and Bar, English leader of another Canadian wing, who turned and twisted in a

five-minute dogfight before sending' his 25th enemy aircraft down. This made

the 100th German destroyed over enemy territory by his wing. The 99th had been

destroyed a few seconds earlier by a squadron leader.

NOTE: Picture of W/Cdr, Johnson issued June 3.
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